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ABSTRACT

Second harmonic generation (SHG) in the oriented film of symmetric squaraine (Sq) was studied. Oriented Sq film on aligned polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) sublayer prepared by vacuum deposition with subsequent rubbing using a cloth has been obtained. However, the mechanisms of orientation and SHG are still not clear. Methyl and ethyl substituted hydroxyl-Sq (OHSq) compounds formed oriented films with dichroic ratio of 8 on PTFE layer but with dichroic ratio of 1.5 on Teflon AF. Second layer deposition of Me-OHSq on Et-OHSq or of Et-OHSq on Me-OHSq led to an increase of the film dichroic ratio. Only the film, where Me-OHSq was first layer, exhibits an increase of SHG signal after deposition of second layer. Small differences in bi-layered OHSq films structure was detected by X-Ray diffraction (XRD) spectra.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since discovery of the second harmonic generation (SHG) in the film of symmetric hydroxy-squaraine (Sq) in 1995 by J. Ashwell et al.1 a lot of efforts were made to establish the mechanism of this phenomenon. The opinion about surface induced SHG was spoken by Lynch2–3, but Ashwell supported the opinion about aggregate-induced SHG4–8. The first results were obtained using Langmuir-Blodgett deposition method. Later Grytsenko found out, that vacuum deposited and rubbed with a cloth PTFE film can serve as substrate for preparation of oriented organic films. Some squaraines formed oriented films as well9–11. But only Me-OHSq film exhibits SHG12,13. The difficult task to find the mechanism is due to crystal cell of Me-OHSq is unknown. It was proposed three mechanisms for oriented growth of organic films: 1- geometrical matching, 2- topographic adaptation, 3- molecular interactions14. Arguments concerned influence of each mechanism were discussed. Our last experimental results seem to support the latter one. But all peculiarities of the influence of the aligned PTFE surface on the oriented growth of organic film were not explained, so further research should be carried out.

The aim of this research is to find more data concerned Squaraine film growth and SHG mechanisms.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL

Glass plates were covered with PTFE or Teflon AF aligned layer by thermal evaporation with the activation of PTFE vapors by accelerated electrons and rubbing with a cloth (EER) method as described elsewhere. Dyes were synthesized according to the procedures described in detail elsewhere. Dye structure is presented in Fig.1. Dye films were deposited by thermal evaporation in vacuum using a quartz crucible. Pressure in the chamber was maintained at 10^{-3} Pa. Film deposition rate was controlled by quartz crystal microbalance Sigma computer card. Growth rate was in the range of 0.1-1 nm/s.

Fig.1. Molecular structure of: 1)- Sq and 2)- OHsq: R= methyl or ethyl.

Absorption of the films was measured using light, polarised parallel or perpendicular to the rubbing direction. The film surface was studied by AFM NanoScope IIIa Dimension 3000TM microscope. The X-ray diffraction of the films was measured with CuKα radiation (wavelength 1.54178Å) in Bragg-Brentano geometry using a secondary graphite monochromator. Equipment was a SIEMENS D501 powder diffractometer operated in Θ/2Θ mode. SHG was obtained using picosecond Nd:YAG laser (30 ps, 1064 nm, 4 mJ). The SHG signal was measured versus sample azimuth angle for pp-, ps-, sp- and ss- polariser/analyser configurations. The intermolecular charge analysis between two molecules in dimers made by B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) quantum chemistry calculations.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It was found that electronic absorption spectra of SQ films deposited on the aligned PTFE surface show a noticeable dichroism. Sq, methyl and ethyl substituted OHsq compounds formed oriented films with dichroic ratio of 8 on PTFE layer, but with dichroic ratio of 1.5 on Teflon AF. Polarized optical absorption spectra are presented in Fig.2. Longer hydrocarbon tails, i.e. butyl groups, resulted in suppression of any dichroism in absorption spectra. Deposition on substrate kept at 70°C led to dichroism increase in Me-OHsq, but decrease in Et-OHsq.

Absorption of Sq and OHsq films showed a broadened spectrum as compared to the monomer spectrum of their solutions. The OHsq film spectrum can be decomposed into three band components, indicating the presence of at least two polymorphs in the film with a strong intermolecular interaction of chromophore groups inside each polymorph. There are two different polymorphs formed by H-aggregation of the OHsq molecules in the form of a “cardpack” arrangement, and J-aggregation in the form of a “slipped stack” arrangement with an overlap of the neighboring donor and acceptor group. The first polymorph shows a sharp absorption maximum at ca. 520-530 nm, whereas the second polymorph results in absorption near 780 nm. According to absorption spectra in Fig.2, both polymorphs are present in the films, however, their ratio is different and dependent on the film thickness. In films of small thickness, absorption at 535 nm prevails, indicating formation of H-aggregates. The second component in spectra of thin films shows absorption at ca. ~640 nm which matches well with the monomer absorption band in a diluted solution, so presence of monomers in...
thin Sq films can be suggested. In films of a higher thickness the band of J-aggregates at 780 nm appears, and the band of H-aggregates becomes red-shifted to ~580 nm, with appearance of a strong band at ~690 nm.

The latter two bands are situated symmetrically in respect to the monomer absorption maximum, and their origin cannot be assigned neither to H- or J-aggregates, therefore these should represent some kind of intermediate structure, for example, inclined stacks or a herringbone structure. With increasing film thickness an increase in the dichroic ratio was evident. Absorption profiles of thin films for both the polarization of light are qualitatively the same, and the dichroic ratio is slightly dependent on the wavelength. On the other hand, thick films showed different absorption profiles for different polarization of light in respect to the rubbing direction of the substrate, and their dichroic ratio showed a prominent maximum around 640 nm, while this ratio rapidly decreases to unity as wavelength approaches to 780 nm. This behaviour points out that J-aggregates do not significantly contribute to the increase of the dichroic ratio of films grown on the aligned PTFE substrates.

OHSq clusters did not show visible orientation in AFM images (Fig.3) independent on the preparation technique of the PTFE layer. Cluster size increases with film thickness growth together with dichroic ratio.
Second layer deposition of Me-OHSq on Et-OHSq or of Et-OHSq on Me-OHSq led to an increase of the both bilayered films dichroic ratio (Fig.2,3 and 2,4). Only small differences in the film structure were found out by XRD (Fig.4). The small peak at d = 4.95Å appears in all samples with comparable intensity, it represents the characteristic feature of the PTFE thin film (according to the database PDF no.47-2217).

**Fig.3.** AFM images of the thin and thick OHSq films: 1 – 5 nm thick, 2 – 30 nm thick. Size: 1 x 1 µm.

**Fig.4.** XRD spectra of one and bilayered OHSq films: sample No 3: 1 – Me-OHSq onto PTFE, 2 - Et-OHSq onto Me-OHSq, sample No 4) 1 – Et-OHSq onto PTFE, 2 – Me-OHSq onto Et-OHSq.
XRD peaks of the Me-OHSq are visible at 6.32 Å and 3.38 Å, in case of the bilayer the peaks of Et-OHSq at 6.82 Å, 3.90 Å and 3.08 Å arise (No 3). In No 4 the peaks of Et-OHSq and Me-OHSq are visible. Remarkable is that the peak at 3.9 Å in sample 4 is more pronounced in comparison to the other peaks and to sample 3. This indicates a slightly different preferred orientation of the crystallites within the film. This preferred orientation is visible for Et-OHSq as well as for next layer of Me-OHSq. The heteroepitaxy of OHSq molecules onto rubbed PTFE surface and heteroepitaxy of Me-OHSq onto Et-OHSq and vice versa can be suggested, but need farther confirmation. But final crystal structure formed in bilayered films is slightly different and dependent on the structure of the first layer.

Sample 3 showed SHG increase after deposition of the second layer (Fig. 5), while sample 4 showed no SHG at all. Two peaks are more intensive in sample No 3: 6.32 and 3.38 Angstroms. Moreover, namely these peaks have increased intensity with Et-OHSq deposition on Me-OHSq film. The film with crystal structure produced these peaks, is responsible for SHG.
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Fig. 5. SHG spectra of OHSq one- and bilayered films: Sample No 3) 1 – Me-OHSq onto PTFE, 2 – Et-OHSq onto Me-OHSq, Sample No 4) 2 – Et-OHSq onto PTFE, 1 – Me-OHSq onto Et-OHSq.

The polarization-depended signal of SHG from Me-OHSq were observed (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. The SHG intensity of a 100nm Me-OHSq layer versus polarization angle (zero and 90 degrees correspond s and p polarization respectively). The angle between the substrate and orienting frictions directions is denoted as across (orthogonal) and along (collinear).
Centrosymmetrical molecule can possess SHG on interface, where centrosymmetry is broken. The vacuum-deposited layer of Me-OHSQ demonstrates increase of SHG with film thickness growth (Fig.7). This is the evidence of volume nature of SHG in the OHSQ film.

The internal molecular structure and electronic density distribution of single molecule of Sq and Me-OHSQ were investigated theoretically. Both semi-empirical (PM3) and ab-initio (HF/6-311G) methods showed that both of single molecules are centrosymmetrical. This means, that the molecule itself cannot generate a second harmonic (excluding interface monolayer). Furthermore, calculated dipole momentum of both of molecules have values less than 0.001 Debye. The probable source of nonlinear properties is the intermolecular interactions. As know from works of Ashwell, the squaraine molecules are able to form aggregates with high second-order nonlinear activity\(^6\)\(^8\). XRD structural analysis of the SHG-active 2,4-bis(4-(N,N-dibutylamino)phenyl)squaraine made by Ashwell et. al.\(^8\) has shown the chromophore is linear and planar and has an inversion center. Intermolecular charge transfer between the terminal donor and central acceptor of adjacent molecules can give rise to acentric “T-shaped” dimers and higher aggregates. These are supposed as the “molecular” building blocks for SHG. Since the formation of second order active aggregates involves the central acceptor part of molecule (-H and –OH groups) together with donor end groups (methyl, ethyl) the arranging influence of substrate plays role by forming the initial microcrystalline layer.

To analyse charge exchange between molecules, the quantum chemical molecular optimization were performed. We selected B3LYP method of differential functional theory (DFT) with 6-31G(d,p) basis (Table). All dimers have non zero dipole momentum, that point to possibility of dipole-dipole interaction between aggregates. We also observed highest charge exchange in case of SHG-active Me-OHSQ molecular dimer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecule</th>
<th>Dipole, D</th>
<th>Intermolecular charge transfer, e</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 Me-Sq</td>
<td>0.1039</td>
<td>0.0017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Me-OHSQ</td>
<td>0.2303</td>
<td>0.0472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Eth-Sq</td>
<td>0.2392</td>
<td>0.0104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Eth-OHSQ</td>
<td>0.1818</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The system of two molecules has nonzero dipole moment and non-symmetrical charge distribution. So single dimer can generate second harmonic, but quadratic SHG increase with film thickness growth shows, that main part in SHG is from crystal cell, which should be non symmetrical.
4. CONCLUSIONS

It was found that oriented growth of squaraine films on the aligned Teflon surface is strongly affected by the molecular structure of the dye and kind of Teflon used. Only PTFE sublayer led to formation of dye film with high dichroic ratio. Formation of dye aggregates affects film optical properties, but nor H-aggregates, neither J ones are responsible for dicroism. Perhaps, all three mechanisms: geometrical matching, topographic adaptation and molecular interactions are taking place in formation of oriented film with different contributions in dependence on molecular properties of the growing film, sublayer properties and deposition conditions. We suggested that heteroepitaxy occurs when OHSq derivatives are grown on PTFE and when they are grown one on the other.

Second harmonic generation in the films, composed from symmetric dye molecules, is still not explained phenomenon. We just showed, that it is originated from film bulk, but not from surface.
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